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                                                                            Series 75 Table Bases 

  

Cylinder Bases 

  

Cylinder Base  
Cylinder Base W/Access Door & 

Grommet 

Specifications: 

Cylinder and Half-Cylinder bases are constructed of 45 lb. industrial particle board core top, sub-top, bottom, 

and Half-Cylinder side.  A specially formed cylinder is used for radius sides.  Exterior sides are covered with 

plastic laminate.  Top and bottom have openings for access to interior.  Furnished with adjustable nickel plated 

rubber cushioned glides.  A 3/4” thick mounting plate and screws are provided for assembly to 1-1/4” thick 

table tops. 

Sizes: 

Model Base Diameter 

7518-CB 18”  

7520-CB 20”  

7523-CB 23” 

7527-CB 27” 

7530-CB 30” 

7535-CB 35” 

7543-CB 43” 

 

**Provided with additional ballast for table stability 
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Half-Cylinder Bases 

     

Half Cylinder Base 
Half Cylinder Base W/Access 

Door & Grommet 

 

Specifications: 

Bases and columns constructed of 13 gauge tubular steel.  Steel end caps on bases are welded, hand ground, 

and polished.  Fabricated steel spiders, columns, and bases are permanently assembled and shipped set up.  

Bases are furnished with adjustable nickel plated rubber cushioned glides and screws for 1-1/4” thick table 

tops. 

Sizes: 

Model Base Diameter 

7518-1/2CB 18”  

7520-1/2CB 20”  

7523-1/2CB 23” 

7527-1/2CB 27” 

7530-1/2CB 30” 

7535-1/2CB 35” 
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Options/Accessories 

 

Removable Access Panel 

 

Removable panel allow access to interior for wire management.  Includes 2-3/4” 
diameter grommet at bottom, specify color when ordering.  When ordering Half-
Cylinder bases, order must specify location of access panel either on radius side 
or flat side of base.   

 

Wood Trim Base  

  

1-3/4” high wood trim base available in two styles:  Half-
bullnose and Reeded.  Specify style and wood finish when 
ordering. 

 

Accent Stripe 

 

3/8” wide decorative accent stripe(s) taped to surface.  
Available in polished brass or chrome, specify when 
ordering.  Provide drawing showing position of stripe(s).  Not 
available on half-Cylinder bases. 
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Heights: 

Standard overall height is 27-3/4” with adjustable glides. Contact factory regarding additional heights   

 

Finishes: 

Laminate: 
 
Standard plastic laminate of your choice.  Refer to 
“Finishing Options”- “Laminate” for details.  When 
ordering wood grain laminate, grain will run vertically, 
unless otherwise specified.  Some laminates will not 
conform to a radius.  Contact factory before ordering. 
 
Veneer: 
 
See “Finishing Options” – “Wood Stains” and “Wood 
Species” for details.  Contact factory for availability. 

   

 


